
COACHING SAMPLE SCRIPT: Treasure Hunters 
 

(This script is the property of Timothy Banfield for the purpose of coaching and teaching only. 
This script is not to be used outside of any affiliation with Timothy Banfield.) 

 

Tyler/Karol: (30 years old, athletic, any accent.) 

Tyler/Karol is a young but experienced explorer however only recently started leading expeditions of his/her own. Tyler/Karol is 

a more sensitive and levelheaded adventurer then the usual cowboy hero type. 

 

Sharron/Sean: (20-25, athletic, any accent.) 

Sharron/Sean is the rival of Tyler/Karol and is always fighting for the glory and spotlight. She/He is a more manipulative and 

selfish kind of explorer with little regard for her/his teams’ life. 

 

Tyler/Karol is running after Sharron/Sean who is holding a small gold statue in her/his left arm. They are inside an accent 

temple that is currently crumbling and collapsing around them.  

 

     TYLER/KAROL 

    (Running.) 

  *PANT* STOP! *PANT* YOU’RE GOING THE WRONG WAY! 

 

Still running, Sharron/Sean pulls out a pistol and fires back at Tyler/Karol while still holding the gold statue. 

 

     SHARRON/SEAN 

    (Angry.) 

  GET THE HELL AWAY FROM ME! *GRUNT* IT’S MINE! 

 

Tyler/Karol ducks and dodges the bullet flying by his/her head. Sharron/Sean doesn’t see a large pit down the hallway as she/he 

is shooting at Tyler/Karol. 

 

     SHARRON/SEAN 

    (Falling.) 

  WAAAHHHHH! 

 

Sharron/Sean drops the gun as she/he falls a good ways into the endless pit before grabbing an old vine with her/his right hand. 

Tyler/Karol runs and slides up to the mouth of the pit. 

 

     TYLER/KAROL     

    (Reaching down into the hold.) 

  Grab my hand!... Hurry! 

 

Sharron/Sean is barely holding on by one hand while still holding onto the statue with the other. Sharron/Sean looks up at 

Tyler/Karol with a look of distain and contempt. 

 

     SHARRON/SEAN 

    (Dangling by one arm.) 

  NO! You just want me to hand you the statue! You just  

  want it for yourself. Think I don’t know what your plan is?!  

  I DID THE HARD WORK I RISKED MY LIFE FOR IT, IT’S MINE!  

  NO ONEELSE CAN HAVE IT! 

 

Tyler/Karol stretching out even more trying desperately to save Sharron/Sean. 

 

     TYLER/KAROL 

    (Trying to stay calm.) 

  *GRUNT* FINE! WHAT EVER! Drop it then! I don’t care! 

  I don’t care about the statue or the research! I am trying  

  to save you! NOW PUT YOUR PRIDE ASIDE, DROP THE  

  PIECE OF SHIT AND GIVE ME YOUR GODDAMB HAND!! 


